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    		China (film)

      
China (aka The Fourth Brother) is a 1943 film directed by John Farrow. It stars Loretta Young and Alan Ladd. David Jones, one of the main characters wearing a fedora, a brown jacket, and khakis, was an inspiration for Indiana Jones.



Plot


In 1941, in Mei-Ki, China, war profiteer David Jones (Alan Ladd) narrowly escapes with his life when Chinese Captain Tao-Yuan-Kai arrests him for selling oil to the Japanese but releases him because he is American. Japanese aircraft bomb the town, and Jones drives toward Shanghai with his partner, Johnny Sparrow (William Bendix), who has brought with him an orphaned baby boy.



After nightfall, they are forced to stop because Chinese refugees crowd the road and beat the Americans until Carolyn Grant (Loretta Young), an American schoolteacher born in China, tells them to stop. Carolyn sneaks her group of female college students into the back of Jones's truck and insists that Jones proceed without headlights because they might be sighted by Japanese bombers. As she has an intimate knowledge of the local terrain, Carolyn takes over driving the truck, and has her friend, Lin Wei, sit on the hood to watch for potholes.
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    		China Film Group Corporation

      
China Film Group Corporation (Chinese: 中国电影集团公司; pinyin: Zhōngguó diànyǐng jítuán gōngsī), abbreviated as CFGC, is the largest and most influential state-owned film enterprise in China. According to Forbes it is a state monopoly that all imported films have to work with. It also runs theaters and finances, produces, and distributes films. In 2014, the company was the largest film distributor in China, with 32.8% of the market.



History


The predecessor China Film Corporation was established in 1949. In 1999, it became the conglomerate China Film Group Corporation built to develop and distribute films in the Chinese industry.
It is also the only importer of foreign films in China and a major exporter of Chinese films.



 Businesses 


China Film Group is involved in a variety of businesses which include film and television production, film distribution and exhibition, film importation and exportation, cinema circuit management, digital cinema construction, print developing and processing, film equipment management, film and TV CD production, ancillary products, advertising, property management as well as real estate. China Film group partnered with Crest Digital in 2007, building a 15,000 square meter state-of-the-art DVD and CD manufacturing facility outside Beijing.
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    		China Film Archive

      
The China Film Archive is a film archive in Beijing, China.



See also


	 List of film archives


External links


	 http://www.cfa.gov.cn/
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    		China

      





 

 

China, officially the People's Republic of China (PRC), is a sovereign state in East Asia. It is the world's most populous country, with a population of over 1.35 billion. The PRC is a one-party state governed by the Communist Party, with its seat of government in the capital city of Beijing. It exercises jurisdiction over 22 provinces; five autonomous regions; four direct-controlled municipalities (Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai and Chongqing); two mostly self-governing special administrative regions (Hong Kong and Macau); and claims sovereignty over Taiwan.



Covering approximately 9.6 million square kilometers, China is the world's second-largest country by land area, and either the third or fourth-largest by total area, depending on the method of measurement. China's landscape is vast and diverse, ranging from forest steppes and the Gobi and Taklamakan deserts in the arid north to subtropical forests in the wetter south. The Himalaya, Karakoram, Pamir and Tian Shan mountain ranges separate China from South and Central Asia. The Yangtze and Yellow Rivers, the third- and sixth-longest in the world, run from the Tibetan Plateau to the densely populated eastern seaboard. China's coastline along the Pacific Ocean is 14,500 kilometres (9,000 mi) long, and is bounded by the Bohai, Yellow, East and South China Seas.
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    		China (footballer, born 1982)

      
João Pedro dos Santos Gonçalves (born 15 April 1982 in Beja), known as China, is a Portuguese professional footballer who plays for Cypriot club Nea Salamis Famagusta FC as a left back.



Club statistics


References




External links


	
China at footballzz.co.uk

	
China profile at ForaDeJogo
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    		China (China album)

      
China is the debut studio album by hard rock band China, released in 1988, through record label Vertigo. The singles of this album were "Hot Lovin' Night", "Shout It Out" and "Wild Jealousy".



Track listing


 Chart positions 


References
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                            Beibu Bay Radio Guangxi
                            	
                                Varied,World Asia
                            	China
	
                            
                            GD music 99.3
                            	
                                Varied
                            	China
	
                            
                            Tianjin Economic Radio
                            	
                                Talk,Discussion
                            	China
	
                            
                            Foshan Radio FM985
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                            	China
	
                            
                            Anhui General Radio
                            	
                                Varied,World Asia
                            	China
	
                            
                            ST Shenghuo
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                            	China
	
                            
                            TianJin WenYi
                            	
                                Varied
                            	China
	
                            
                            Beijing Happy Hour Radio
                            	
                                Varied
                            	China
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                            	China
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                            	China
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                            	China
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                                World Asia
                            	China
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                                News
                            	China
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                                News,Talk
                            	China
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                                Varied
                            	China
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                            Somebody
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                            Too Good for Heaven
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Last Action Hero
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Break Down the Walls (That Stop the Rock)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Sleepless Nights
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                    Munich City Nights, Volume 40





                        Released 1996


                    	
                            
														 
                            Intro
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Sweet Home Alabama
                        
	
                            
														 
                            What I Am
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Don't Stop
                        
	
                            
														 
                            A Horse With No Name
                        
	
                            
														 
                            The Great Song of Indifference
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Listen to the Music
                        
	
                            
														 
                            No Mercy
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Going Back to My Roots
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Take It on the Run
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Wheel in the Sky
                        
	
                            
														 
                            So Wrong
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Born to Be Wild
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Breath
                        
	
                            
														 
                            He's a Champion
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Hot Lovin' Night
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Barracuda
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                    Phonogram News 7/91





                        Released 1991


                    	
                            
														 
                            Le dernier qui a parle...
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Ooh La La
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Mr. Tambourine Man
                        
	
                            
														 
                            In My World
                        
	
                            
														 
                            My Love Lives in a Dead House
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Rubberbandman
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Katamaran
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Da Da Da
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Farewell Mr. Sorrow
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Dejeuner en Paix (radio edit)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Life Keeps Moving On
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Bitter Tears
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Words
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Yeah... But What Do Men Want?
                        
	
                            
														 
                            You Don't Have to Go Home Tonight
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Schön 4 - Heimweh
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Mix It Up
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Naked Love
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Jealous Again
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                    Kimberlite Zouk, Volume 1







                    	
                            
														 
                            Radio
                        
	
                            
														 
                            La Nuit
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Prisonnier du Temps
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Crier L'anmou
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Mes gars et moi (feat. Elpidio)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Ritounin (feat. Kaysha)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            La ki sa nga (feat. Babeth)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Pas de Larmes (feat. Tilly Key)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Désir Fou... (feat. Ruby Mike)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Chanter la La La
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Arrête ton bla bla (feat. Alyssa)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Dingue D'elle (feat. Welcomes Charles & Max)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Make Me Say
                        
	
                            
														 
                            [unknown]
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                        ALBUMS


                        	On the Ropes
    released: 1999
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                    On the Ropes





                        Released 1999


                    	
                            
														 
                            On the Ropes
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Brand New Day
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Just Stop
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Street Thugs
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Me Verse Me
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Tyrene's Escape
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Keep It Street
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Brain Damage
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Step in the Square
                        
	
                            
														 
                            No Bullshit
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Tyrene's Metros
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Harry Moving Forward
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Hoops
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Long Way to Go
                        
	
                            
														 
                            New Beginning
                        
	
                            
														 
                            George Leaves Harry
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Anti-gravity
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                        ALBUMS


                        	My Love is Underground
    released: 2014
                                
	Rose du béton
    released: 2007
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                    My Love is Underground





                        Released 2014


                    	
                            
														 
                            Pressure
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Why? (extended vocal)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Vostok 3 (MBG Deep Trip)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Deep Modern Jazz
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Euro-Disney, Part 1 & 2
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Latin Dream
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Is This Dream for Real? (Psychedub)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Around the Way (Unknown)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            In From Behind (Boom Boom ina Bedroom)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Saturday Luv
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Get Up on Your Feet (edit)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Emotion
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                    Rose du béton





                        Released 2007


                    	
                            
														 
                            Il aura fallu ça
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Rose du béton
                        
	
                            
														 
                            N'incite pas
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Djezairi
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Pour les quartiers
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Mal être
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Les Gens comme eux
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Conscience d'arabe
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Devant ma fenêtre
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Le Bloc
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Amitié brisée
                        
	
                            
														 
                            L'Envolée
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Mémoires d'immigré
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Les Gens comme eux (remix)
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                        ALBUMS


                        	Oi! A Nova Musica Brasileira!
    released: 2010
                                
	MTV Apresenta: Sintonizando Recife
    released: 2008
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                    Oi! A Nova Musica Brasileira!





                        Released 2010


                    	
                            
														 
                            Amarelasse
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Perdizes
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Pedrinho
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Outro modo
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Amigo
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Ovelhinhas
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Venska pro papai
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Ex-quadrilha da fumaça
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Justamente
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Colocando sal nas feridas
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Hold me in
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Bairro novo / Casa caiada
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Navalha cega
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Nome próprio
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Tá falado
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Boa hora
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Vidinha
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Hoje tem forró
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Cara de bronze
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Crua
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                    MTV Apresenta: Sintonizando Recife





                        Released 2008


                    	
                            
														 
                            Lágrimas Pretas (Part. esp.: Pitty)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Enladeirada (O Seu Lugar) (Part. esp.: Marina de La Riva)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Estrondo (Part. esp.: Bárbara Eugênia)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Tatuí (Part. esp.: Karine Carvalho
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Jardim de Inverno (Part. esp.: Yuri Queiroga, André Édipo, Pernalonga e Hugo Gila)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Sem paz (Part. esp.: Yuri Queiroga, André Édipo, Pernalonga e Hugo Gila)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Asas nos Pés (Part. esp.: Yuri Queiroga, André Édipo, Pernalonga e Hugo Gila)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Canção que não Morre no Ar (Part. esp.: Yuri Queiroga, André Édipo, Pernalonga e Hugo Gila)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Sem Conserto (Part. esp.: Toca Ogan, Dengue e PG)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Eletrocutado (Part. esp.: Rodrigo Brandão, Toca Ogan, Dengue e PG)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            O Som (Part. esp.: Jorge Du Peixe, Toca Ogan, Dengue e PG)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Vendi a Alma (Part. esp.: Toca Ogan, Dengue e PG)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Duas Cores
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Amigo do Tempo
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Faaca
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Papapa
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                        ALBUMS


                        	Light up the dark
    released: 2010
                                
	So Far
    released: 1992
                                
	Go All the Way
    released: 1991
                                
	Live
    released: 1991
                                
	Sign in the Sky
    released: 1989
                                
	China
    released: 1988
                                
	China
    released: 
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                    Light up the dark





                        Released 2010


                    	
                            
														 
                            Light Up the Dark
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Hey Yo
                        
	
                            
														 
                            She's So Hot
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Girl on My Screen
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Lonely Rider
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Gates of Heaven
                        
	
                            
														 
                            On My Way
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Stay
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Deadly Sweet
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Trapped in the City
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Right Here Right Now
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Flesh and Bone
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                    So Far





                        Released 1992


                    	
                            
														 
                            The Fight Is On
                        
	
                            
														 
                            In the Middle of the Night
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Hot Lovin' Night
                        
	
                            
														 
                            So Long (live)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Second Chance
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Medicine Man
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Living on the Stage
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Rock City
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Sign in the Sky
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Animal Victim
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Wild Jealousy
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Proud Mary (live)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Slow Dancing (remix)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Somebody (demo)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Rag Blues (demo)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            All Through the Night (demo)
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                    Go All the Way





                        Released 1991


                    	
                            
														 
                            Pictures of You
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Medicine Man (intro)
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Medicine Man
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Slow Dancing in Hell
                        
	
                            
														 
                            She Did a Real Good Job
                        
	
                            
														 
                            So Damn Easy
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Lost Gardens
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Shake Your Cages
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Go All the Way
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Don't Let in the Night
                        
	
                            
														 
                            In Love Again
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Face to the Wind
                        
	
                            
														 
                            In Trouble With Angels
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Life Keeps Moving On
                        
	
                            
														 
                            You've Got Me
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                    Live





                        Released 1991


                    	
                            
														 
                            Rock City
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Sign in the Sky
                        
	
                            
														 
                            So Long
                        
	
                            
														 
                            In the Middle of the Night
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Shout It Out
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Proud Mary
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                    Sign in the Sky





                        Released 1989


                    	
                            
														 
                            The Great Wall
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Dead Lights
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Animal Victim
                        
	
                            
														 
                            In the Middle of the Night
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Won't Give It Up
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Sign in the Sky
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Don't Ever Say Goodbye
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Broken Dream
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Second Change
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Bitter Cold
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Take Your Time
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Harder Than Hell
                        
	
                            
														 
                            So Long
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                    China





                        Released 1988


                    	
                            
														 
                            Intro
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Shout It Out
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Back to You
                        
	
                            
														 
                            The Fight Is On
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Wild Jealousy
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Rock City
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Hot Lovin' Night
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Living on the Stage
                        
	
                            
														 
                            I Need Your Love
                        
	
                            
														 
                            One Shot to the Heart
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Staying Alive
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Don't Look Back
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                    China







                    	
                            
														 
                            Intro
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Shout It Out
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Back to You
                        
	
                            
														 
                            The Fight Is On
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Wild Jealousy
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Rock City
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Hot Lovin' Night
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Living on the Stage
                        
	
                            
														 
                            I Need Your Love
                        
	
                            
														 
                            When Passion Burns
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Staying Alive
                        
	
                            
														 
                            One Shot to the Heart
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Don't Look Back
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                        ALBUMS


                        	Lost
    released: 2011
                                
	Half Light
    released: 2010
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                    Lost





                        Released 2011


                    	
                            
														 
                            Instinct/Memory
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Bisquitine
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Sincerely
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Way Of The Symurai
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Deep Blue
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Dah-un
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Dre
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Lurking In The Undergrowth
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Long Wait Until Morning
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Tortoise
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Wood For The Trees
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                    Half Light





                        Released 2010


                    	
                            
														 
                            Draftone
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Rough Waters
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Machines Of Flesh And Blood
                        
	
                            
														 
                            The Negative Minds Turn Positive
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Canvas 10.06.06
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Eleventy-Two
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Kremlin
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Last Call
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Kök
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Onion Man
                        
	
                            
														 
                            Newstate
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                                Nankin Road, Shanghai (1901) - China on Film | BFI National Archive

                                    Nankin Road, Shanghai (1901) | BFI National Archive
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetotheBFI.
Explore China on Film on the BFI Player: http://bit.ly/1xlCHnk

An extraordinary window on to the heart of cosmopolitan Shanghai over a hundred years ago - a true melting pot of cultures. Today the city's main shopping hub, Nanjing Road is here bustling with crowds of Chinese and Europeans and patrolled by Sikhs who made up an important part of the international police force. It is the only known surviving example of the film reportage shot by British war correspondent Joe Rosenthal during his coverage of the Boxer Rebellion in China between 1900 and 1901.

Watch more on the BFI Player: http://player.bfi.org.uk/
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/BFI
Like us on Facebook: https://www.faceb... 

                                    published: 12 Sep 2014
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                                China Film Archive "Preserved Copy" bumper/Star Motion Picture Co. (1982/1937)

                                    From a reprint of the musical "壓歲錢" ("The New Year's Gift).
Credits to 电影大剧院 1905 Movie Theater
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8y0JZKCO88 

                                    published: 23 Jun 2022
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                                China, Peking (Beijing) 1930s in color [60fps, Remastered] w/added sound

                                    I colorized, restored and created a sound design for this video China, Beijing 1930's , we can clearly see what is happening in broad daylight, Scene Street

Video Restoration Process:
✔ FPS boosted to 60 frames per second 
✔ Image resolution boosted up to HD 
✔ Improved video sharpness and brightness 
✔ Colorized only for the ambiance (not historically accurate)
✔added sound only for the ambiance
✔restoration:(stabilisation,denoise,cleand,deblur) 

Please, be aware that colorization colors are not real and fake, colorization was made only for the ambiance and do not represent real historical data.

Thanks to Jeff Kaplan  for share the amazing B&W Video Source

B&W Video Source from: Jeff Kaplan on archive.org
B&W Video Source: https://archive.org/details/AFP-27AV

Rights to the black and ... 

                                    published: 12 Nov 2021
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                                China on Film: An Introduction | BFI National Archive

                                    China on Film: An Introduction | BFI
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetotheBFI.

Watch the China on Film collection on the BFI Player: http://bit.ly/1xlCHnk

China on Film – a collection of rare films documenting life and landscape in China and Hong Kong in the first half of the 20th century is now available on BFI Player. BFI curator Edward Anderson, director Xie Fei (Black Snow) and journalist Peng Wenlan explore the collection’s astounding revelations.

Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/BFI
Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BritishFilmInstitute
Follow us on Google+: https://plus.google.com/+britishfilminstitute/ 

                                    published: 12 Sep 2014
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                                Film restorers at the China Film Archive try to digitally rescue film

                                    Wang Zheng is a film restorer at the China Film Archive. It is his job to digitally rescue film. The workload of restoration is heavy. It takes an extraordinary amount of time and effort to restore a film. 

                                    published: 07 Feb 2018
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                                【4K, 60Fps Colorized】Peking (Beijing) in 100 years ago, Ancient China (Around1910-1920)【AI Recovery】

                                    This video is for studying purpose.
Hello this is DGSpitzer! I use a series of AI to recover a video from 100 years ago!
It's about Beijing street scene during 1920-1929. Shot by a Canadian photographer. 
SFXs come from Internet, and thanks to Yan Qiuxia & Luo Yusheng for their music masterpieces.
Special thanks to Denis Shiryae for his tutorial!!~ Thanks  ' v '
AI Pipeline - Using DAIN, DeOldify & ESRGAN ;P

Hope you like it!

Source video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_4muBuwnTA
Library and Archives Canada. National Film Board of Canada fonds, 1990-0347. IDC: 164831. 

                                    published: 09 May 2020
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                                Modern China (1910) - extract - China on Film | BFI National Archive

                                    Modern China (1910) - extract - China on Film | BFI National Archive
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetotheBFI.
Watch the complete film and explore China on Film on the BFI Player: http://bit.ly/1xlCHnk

These extraordinary views of life and landscape in Beijing were filmed during the last years of China's Qing dynasty, before the 1911 Xinhai Revolution overthrew imperial rule. The focus is on everyday life, and the views of hawkers, labourers, traders, and artisans reveal the city’s vibrant street culture. The film is the surviving part of an epic – but unrealised – travelogue shot on over 7,000ft of film over 12 months. But most of that original footage never even left China – through bad luck, incompetence, or both (the producer, Charles Urban, subsequently sacked the photographer) mor... 
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                                Cannon destroys Chinese House, 1920s - Archive Film 1064518

                                    This film is available to license from our website at Huntley Film Archives, by searching for film 1064518 in our Film # search bar:
https://www.huntleyarchives.com/

1920s thriller set in China. Street scene, two women walking away from the camera as Chinese people walk by. A man catches up with them.A canon is fired at a house on the edge of a lake, it falls into the water. People inside struggling against the water filling up the room.

Huntley Film Archives is a film library holding tens of thousands of films.  The large majority of the films are documentaries.  Films cover a wide range of subjects and production dates range from the 1890’s to the 2020’s.  As with all libraries we make no judgement on the content of our holdings and make them available for educational purposes for all ... 

                                    published: 10 Mar 2023
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                                Chinese Community in Uganda, 1970s - Film 1047965

                                    This film is available to license from our website at Huntley Film Archives, by searching for film 1047965 in our Film # search bar:
https://www.huntleyarchives.com/

City on a large river maybe Kampala Uganda Africa
Chinese market and goods
pigs 

Huntley Film Archives is a film library holding tens of thousands of films.  The large majority of the films are documentaries.  Films cover a wide range of subjects and production dates range from the 1890’s to the 2020’s.  As with all libraries we make no judgement on the content of our holdings and make them available for educational purposes for all to see.  Films may have content or express opinions some may think inappropriate or offensive, but it is not the work of a library to censor educational resources.  Films should be viewed with hi... 

                                    published: 15 Nov 2021
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                                China Film Archive "Copy Preserved"/Joseon Film Distribution Co./Joseon Film Production Co. (1943)

                                    From a Mainland Chinese reprint of "조선해협" ("Straits of Joseon").
Credits to Classical Movies / Animation
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUpjdKewe9E 
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		Nankin Road, Shanghai (1901) - China on Film | BFI National Archive

			Order: Reorder
	Duration: 1:14
	Uploaded Date: 12 Sep 2014
	views: 111206


         Nankin Road, Shanghai (1901) | BFI National Archive
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetotheBFI.
Explore China on Film on the BFI Player: http://bit.ly/1xlCHnk

...

         Nankin Road, Shanghai (1901) | BFI National Archive
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetotheBFI.
Explore China on Film on the BFI Player: http://bit.ly/1xlCHnk

An extraordinary window on to the heart of cosmopolitan Shanghai over a hundred years ago - a true melting pot of cultures. Today the city's main shopping hub, Nanjing Road is here bustling with crowds of Chinese and Europeans and patrolled by Sikhs who made up an important part of the international police force. It is the only known surviving example of the film reportage shot by British war correspondent Joe Rosenthal during his coverage of the Boxer Rebellion in China between 1900 and 1901.

Watch more on the BFI Player: http://player.bfi.org.uk/
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/BFI
Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BritishFilmInstitute
Follow us on Google+: https://plus.google.com/+britishfilminstitute/


		https://wn.com/Nankin_Road,_Shanghai_(1901)_China_On_Film_|_Bfi_National_Archive
		


             
                
                    Nankin Road, Shanghai (1901) | BFI National Archive
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetotheBFI.
Explore China on Film on the BFI Player: http://bit.ly/1xlCHnk

An extraordinary window on to the heart of cosmopolitan Shanghai over a hundred years ago - a true melting pot of cultures. Today the city's main shopping hub, Nanjing Road is here bustling with crowds of Chinese and Europeans and patrolled by Sikhs who made up an important part of the international police force. It is the only known surviving example of the film reportage shot by British war correspondent Joe Rosenthal during his coverage of the Boxer Rebellion in China between 1900 and 1901.

Watch more on the BFI Player: http://player.bfi.org.uk/
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/BFI
Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BritishFilmInstitute
Follow us on Google+: https://plus.google.com/+britishfilminstitute/
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	views: 111206
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		China Film Archive "Preserved Copy" bumper/Star Motion Picture Co. (1982/1937)

			Order: Reorder
	Duration: 0:36
	Uploaded Date: 23 Jun 2022
	views: 467


         From a reprint of the musical "壓歲錢" ("The New Year's Gift).
Credits to 电影大剧院 1905 Movie Theater
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8y0JZKCO88

         From a reprint of the musical "壓歲錢" ("The New Year's Gift).
Credits to 电影大剧院 1905 Movie Theater
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8y0JZKCO88
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                    From a reprint of the musical "壓歲錢" ("The New Year's Gift).
Credits to 电影大剧院 1905 Movie Theater
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8y0JZKCO88
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		China, Peking (Beijing) 1930s in color [60fps, Remastered] w/added sound

			Order: Reorder
	Duration: 2:04
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         I colorized, restored and created a sound design for this video China, Beijing 1930's , we can clearly see what is happening in broad daylight, Scene Street

Vi...

         I colorized, restored and created a sound design for this video China, Beijing 1930's , we can clearly see what is happening in broad daylight, Scene Street

Video Restoration Process:
✔ FPS boosted to 60 frames per second 
✔ Image resolution boosted up to HD 
✔ Improved video sharpness and brightness 
✔ Colorized only for the ambiance (not historically accurate)
✔added sound only for the ambiance
✔restoration:(stabilisation,denoise,cleand,deblur) 

Please, be aware that colorization colors are not real and fake, colorization was made only for the ambiance and do not represent real historical data.

Thanks to Jeff Kaplan  for share the amazing B&W Video Source

B&W Video Source from: Jeff Kaplan on archive.org
B&W Video Source: https://archive.org/details/AFP-27AV

Rights to the black and white 35mm Video Source are held by Internet Archive. under the Creative Commons Attribution License
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
📨 Contact me at :nassthegoodman@gmail.com
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
For any Copyright issues, please reach out to us first before filing a claim with YouTube. Send us a message or email detailing your concerns and we'll make sure the matter is resolved immediately. All contact details in our channel's "About" page! Please consider "fair use" before filing a claim. Thank You!


		https://wn.com/China,_Peking_(Beijing)_1930S_In_Color_60Fps,_Remastered_W_Added_Sound
		


             
                
                    I colorized, restored and created a sound design for this video China, Beijing 1930's , we can clearly see what is happening in broad daylight, Scene Street

Video Restoration Process:
✔ FPS boosted to 60 frames per second 
✔ Image resolution boosted up to HD 
✔ Improved video sharpness and brightness 
✔ Colorized only for the ambiance (not historically accurate)
✔added sound only for the ambiance
✔restoration:(stabilisation,denoise,cleand,deblur) 

Please, be aware that colorization colors are not real and fake, colorization was made only for the ambiance and do not represent real historical data.

Thanks to Jeff Kaplan  for share the amazing B&W Video Source

B&W Video Source from: Jeff Kaplan on archive.org
B&W Video Source: https://archive.org/details/AFP-27AV

Rights to the black and white 35mm Video Source are held by Internet Archive. under the Creative Commons Attribution License
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
📨 Contact me at :nassthegoodman@gmail.com
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
For any Copyright issues, please reach out to us first before filing a claim with YouTube. Send us a message or email detailing your concerns and we'll make sure the matter is resolved immediately. All contact details in our channel's "About" page! Please consider "fair use" before filing a claim. Thank You!
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		China on Film: An Introduction | BFI National Archive

			Order: Reorder
	Duration: 5:58
	Uploaded Date: 12 Sep 2014
	views: 32944


         China on Film: An Introduction | BFI
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetotheBFI.

Watch the China on Film collection on the BFI Player: http://bit.ly/1xlCHnk

C...

         China on Film: An Introduction | BFI
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetotheBFI.

Watch the China on Film collection on the BFI Player: http://bit.ly/1xlCHnk

China on Film – a collection of rare films documenting life and landscape in China and Hong Kong in the first half of the 20th century is now available on BFI Player. BFI curator Edward Anderson, director Xie Fei (Black Snow) and journalist Peng Wenlan explore the collection’s astounding revelations.

Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/BFI
Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BritishFilmInstitute
Follow us on Google+: https://plus.google.com/+britishfilminstitute/


		https://wn.com/China_On_Film_An_Introduction_|_Bfi_National_Archive
		


             
                
                    China on Film: An Introduction | BFI
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetotheBFI.

Watch the China on Film collection on the BFI Player: http://bit.ly/1xlCHnk

China on Film – a collection of rare films documenting life and landscape in China and Hong Kong in the first half of the 20th century is now available on BFI Player. BFI curator Edward Anderson, director Xie Fei (Black Snow) and journalist Peng Wenlan explore the collection’s astounding revelations.

Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/BFI
Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BritishFilmInstitute
Follow us on Google+: https://plus.google.com/+britishfilminstitute/
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		Film restorers at the China Film Archive try to digitally rescue film

			Order: Reorder
	Duration: 1:42
	Uploaded Date: 07 Feb 2018
	views: 238


         Wang Zheng is a film restorer at the China Film Archive. It is his job to digitally rescue film. The workload of restoration is heavy. It takes an extraordinary...

         Wang Zheng is a film restorer at the China Film Archive. It is his job to digitally rescue film. The workload of restoration is heavy. It takes an extraordinary amount of time and effort to restore a film.


		https://wn.com/Film_Restorers_At_The_China_Film_Archive_Try_To_Digitally_Rescue_Film
		


             
                
                    Wang Zheng is a film restorer at the China Film Archive. It is his job to digitally rescue film. The workload of restoration is heavy. It takes an extraordinary amount of time and effort to restore a film.
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		【4K, 60Fps Colorized】Peking (Beijing) in 100 years ago, Ancient China (Around1910-1920)【AI Recovery】

			Order: Reorder
	Duration: 10:13
	Uploaded Date: 09 May 2020
	views: 3743909


         This video is for studying purpose.
Hello this is DGSpitzer! I use a series of AI to recover a video from 100 years ago!
It's about Beijing street scene during ...

         This video is for studying purpose.
Hello this is DGSpitzer! I use a series of AI to recover a video from 100 years ago!
It's about Beijing street scene during 1920-1929. Shot by a Canadian photographer. 
SFXs come from Internet, and thanks to Yan Qiuxia & Luo Yusheng for their music masterpieces.
Special thanks to Denis Shiryae for his tutorial!!~ Thanks  ' v '
AI Pipeline - Using DAIN, DeOldify & ESRGAN ;P

Hope you like it!

Source video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_4muBuwnTA
Library and Archives Canada. National Film Board of Canada fonds, 1990-0347. IDC: 164831.


		https://wn.com/【4K,_60Fps_Colorized】Peking_(Beijing)_In_100_Years_Ago,_Ancient_China_(Around1910_1920)【Ai_Recovery】
		


             
                
                    This video is for studying purpose.
Hello this is DGSpitzer! I use a series of AI to recover a video from 100 years ago!
It's about Beijing street scene during 1920-1929. Shot by a Canadian photographer. 
SFXs come from Internet, and thanks to Yan Qiuxia & Luo Yusheng for their music masterpieces.
Special thanks to Denis Shiryae for his tutorial!!~ Thanks  ' v '
AI Pipeline - Using DAIN, DeOldify & ESRGAN ;P

Hope you like it!

Source video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_4muBuwnTA
Library and Archives Canada. National Film Board of Canada fonds, 1990-0347. IDC: 164831.
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		Modern China (1910) - extract - China on Film | BFI National Archive

			Order: Reorder
	Duration: 1:54
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	views: 9409


         Modern China (1910) - extract - China on Film | BFI National Archive
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetotheBFI.
Watch the complete film and explore China on Fi...

         Modern China (1910) - extract - China on Film | BFI National Archive
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetotheBFI.
Watch the complete film and explore China on Film on the BFI Player: http://bit.ly/1xlCHnk

These extraordinary views of life and landscape in Beijing were filmed during the last years of China's Qing dynasty, before the 1911 Xinhai Revolution overthrew imperial rule. The focus is on everyday life, and the views of hawkers, labourers, traders, and artisans reveal the city’s vibrant street culture. The film is the surviving part of an epic – but unrealised – travelogue shot on over 7,000ft of film over 12 months. But most of that original footage never even left China – through bad luck, incompetence, or both (the producer, Charles Urban, subsequently sacked the photographer) more than 90% was lost or proved to be unusable. 

Watch more on the BFI Player: http://player.bfi.org.uk/
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/BFI
Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BritishFilmInstitute
Follow us on Google+: https://plus.google.com/+britishfilminstitute/


		https://wn.com/Modern_China_(1910)_Extract_China_On_Film_|_Bfi_National_Archive
		


             
                
                    Modern China (1910) - extract - China on Film | BFI National Archive
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetotheBFI.
Watch the complete film and explore China on Film on the BFI Player: http://bit.ly/1xlCHnk

These extraordinary views of life and landscape in Beijing were filmed during the last years of China's Qing dynasty, before the 1911 Xinhai Revolution overthrew imperial rule. The focus is on everyday life, and the views of hawkers, labourers, traders, and artisans reveal the city’s vibrant street culture. The film is the surviving part of an epic – but unrealised – travelogue shot on over 7,000ft of film over 12 months. But most of that original footage never even left China – through bad luck, incompetence, or both (the producer, Charles Urban, subsequently sacked the photographer) more than 90% was lost or proved to be unusable. 

Watch more on the BFI Player: http://player.bfi.org.uk/
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/BFI
Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BritishFilmInstitute
Follow us on Google+: https://plus.google.com/+britishfilminstitute/
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		Cannon destroys Chinese House, 1920s - Archive Film 1064518

			Order: Reorder
	Duration: 0:18
	Uploaded Date: 10 Mar 2023
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         This film is available to license from our website at Huntley Film Archives, by searching for film 1064518 in our Film # search bar:
https://www.huntleyarchives...

         This film is available to license from our website at Huntley Film Archives, by searching for film 1064518 in our Film # search bar:
https://www.huntleyarchives.com/

1920s thriller set in China. Street scene, two women walking away from the camera as Chinese people walk by. A man catches up with them.A canon is fired at a house on the edge of a lake, it falls into the water. People inside struggling against the water filling up the room.

Huntley Film Archives is a film library holding tens of thousands of films.  The large majority of the films are documentaries.  Films cover a wide range of subjects and production dates range from the 1890’s to the 2020’s.  As with all libraries we make no judgement on the content of our holdings and make them available for educational purposes for all to see.  Films may have content or express opinions some may think inappropriate or offensive, but it is not the work of a library to censor educational resources.  Films should be viewed with historical objectivity and within a context relevant to the times in which they were produced


		https://wn.com/Cannon_Destroys_Chinese_House,_1920S_Archive_Film_1064518
		


             
                
                    This film is available to license from our website at Huntley Film Archives, by searching for film 1064518 in our Film # search bar:
https://www.huntleyarchives.com/

1920s thriller set in China. Street scene, two women walking away from the camera as Chinese people walk by. A man catches up with them.A canon is fired at a house on the edge of a lake, it falls into the water. People inside struggling against the water filling up the room.

Huntley Film Archives is a film library holding tens of thousands of films.  The large majority of the films are documentaries.  Films cover a wide range of subjects and production dates range from the 1890’s to the 2020’s.  As with all libraries we make no judgement on the content of our holdings and make them available for educational purposes for all to see.  Films may have content or express opinions some may think inappropriate or offensive, but it is not the work of a library to censor educational resources.  Films should be viewed with historical objectivity and within a context relevant to the times in which they were produced
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		Chinese Community in Uganda, 1970s - Film 1047965
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	Duration: 2:51
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         This film is available to license from our website at Huntley Film Archives, by searching for film 1047965 in our Film # search bar:
https://www.huntleyarchives...

         This film is available to license from our website at Huntley Film Archives, by searching for film 1047965 in our Film # search bar:
https://www.huntleyarchives.com/

City on a large river maybe Kampala Uganda Africa
Chinese market and goods
pigs 

Huntley Film Archives is a film library holding tens of thousands of films.  The large majority of the films are documentaries.  Films cover a wide range of subjects and production dates range from the 1890’s to the 2020’s.  As with all libraries we make no judgement on the content of our holdings and make them available for educational purposes for all to see.  Films may have content or express opinions some may think inappropriate or offensive, but it is not the work of a library to censor educational resources.  Films should be viewed with historical objectivity and within a context relevant to the times in which they were produced


		https://wn.com/Chinese_Community_In_Uganda,_1970S_Film_1047965
		


             
                
                    This film is available to license from our website at Huntley Film Archives, by searching for film 1047965 in our Film # search bar:
https://www.huntleyarchives.com/

City on a large river maybe Kampala Uganda Africa
Chinese market and goods
pigs 

Huntley Film Archives is a film library holding tens of thousands of films.  The large majority of the films are documentaries.  Films cover a wide range of subjects and production dates range from the 1890’s to the 2020’s.  As with all libraries we make no judgement on the content of our holdings and make them available for educational purposes for all to see.  Films may have content or express opinions some may think inappropriate or offensive, but it is not the work of a library to censor educational resources.  Films should be viewed with historical objectivity and within a context relevant to the times in which they were produced
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		China Film Archive "Copy Preserved"/Joseon Film Distribution Co./Joseon Film Production Co. (1943)

			Order: Reorder
	Duration: 0:35
	Uploaded Date: 13 Mar 2022
	views: 465


         From a Mainland Chinese reprint of "조선해협" ("Straits of Joseon").
Credits to Classical Movies / Animation
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUpjdKewe9E

         From a Mainland Chinese reprint of "조선해협" ("Straits of Joseon").
Credits to Classical Movies / Animation
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUpjdKewe9E


		https://wn.com/China_Film_Archive_Copy_Preserved_Joseon_Film_Distribution_Co._Joseon_Film_Production_Co._(1943)
		


             
                
                    From a Mainland Chinese reprint of "조선해협" ("Straits of Joseon").
Credits to Classical Movies / Animation
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUpjdKewe9E
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                Nankin Road, Shanghai (1901) - China on Film | BFI National Archive

                Nankin Road, Shanghai (1901) | BFI National Archive
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetoth...
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            Play in Full Screen
            Nankin Road, Shanghai (1901) - China on Film | BFI National Archive

             

                

                    Nankin Road, Shanghai (1901) - China on Film | BFI National Archive


                    	Report rights infringement
	published: 12 Sep 2014
	views: 111206



                    Nankin Road, Shanghai (1901) | BFI National Archive
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetotheBFI.
Explore China on Film on the BFI Player: http://bit.ly/1xlCHnk

An extraordinary window on to the heart of cosmopolitan Shanghai over a hundred years ago - a true melting pot of cultures. Today the city's main shopping hub, Nanjing Road is here bustling with crowds of Chinese and Europeans and patrolled by Sikhs who made up an important part of the international police force. It is the only known surviving example of the film reportage shot by British war correspondent Joe Rosenthal during his coverage of the Boxer Rebellion in China between 1900 and 1901.

Watch more on the BFI Player: http://player.bfi.org.uk/
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/BFI
Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BritishFilmInstitute
Follow us on Google+: https://plus.google.com/+britishfilminstitute/
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                China Film Archive "Preserved Copy" bumper/Star Motion Picture Co. (1982/1937)

                From a reprint of the musical "壓歲錢" ("The New Year's Gift).
Credits to 电影大剧院 1905 Movie Th...
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            Play in Full Screen
            China Film Archive "Preserved Copy" bumper/Star Motion Picture Co. (1982/1937)

             

                

                    China Film Archive "Preserved Copy" bumper/Star Motion Picture Co. (1982/1937)


                    	Report rights infringement
	published: 23 Jun 2022
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                    From a reprint of the musical "壓歲錢" ("The New Year's Gift).
Credits to 电影大剧院 1905 Movie Theater
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8y0JZKCO88
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                China, Peking (Beijing) 1930s in color [60fps, Remastered] w/added sound

                I colorized, restored and created a sound design for this video China, Beijing 1930's , we...
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            Play in Full Screen
            China, Peking (Beijing) 1930s in color [60fps, Remastered] w/added sound

             

                

                    China, Peking (Beijing) 1930s in color [60fps, Remastered] w/added sound


                    	Report rights infringement
	published: 12 Nov 2021
	views: 214371



                    I colorized, restored and created a sound design for this video China, Beijing 1930's , we can clearly see what is happening in broad daylight, Scene Street

Video Restoration Process:
✔ FPS boosted to 60 frames per second 
✔ Image resolution boosted up to HD 
✔ Improved video sharpness and brightness 
✔ Colorized only for the ambiance (not historically accurate)
✔added sound only for the ambiance
✔restoration:(stabilisation,denoise,cleand,deblur) 

Please, be aware that colorization colors are not real and fake, colorization was made only for the ambiance and do not represent real historical data.

Thanks to Jeff Kaplan  for share the amazing B&W Video Source

B&W Video Source from: Jeff Kaplan on archive.org
B&W Video Source: https://archive.org/details/AFP-27AV

Rights to the black and white 35mm Video Source are held by Internet Archive. under the Creative Commons Attribution License
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
📨 Contact me at :nassthegoodman@gmail.com
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
For any Copyright issues, please reach out to us first before filing a claim with YouTube. Send us a message or email detailing your concerns and we'll make sure the matter is resolved immediately. All contact details in our channel's "About" page! Please consider "fair use" before filing a claim. Thank You!
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                China on Film: An Introduction | BFI National Archive

                China on Film: An Introduction | BFI
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetotheBFI.

Watch th...
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            China on Film: An Introduction | BFI National Archive

             

                

                    China on Film: An Introduction | BFI National Archive


                    	Report rights infringement
	published: 12 Sep 2014
	views: 32944



                    China on Film: An Introduction | BFI
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetotheBFI.

Watch the China on Film collection on the BFI Player: http://bit.ly/1xlCHnk

China on Film – a collection of rare films documenting life and landscape in China and Hong Kong in the first half of the 20th century is now available on BFI Player. BFI curator Edward Anderson, director Xie Fei (Black Snow) and journalist Peng Wenlan explore the collection’s astounding revelations.

Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/BFI
Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BritishFilmInstitute
Follow us on Google+: https://plus.google.com/+britishfilminstitute/
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                Film restorers at the China Film Archive try to digitally rescue film

                Wang Zheng is a film restorer at the China Film Archive. It is his job to digitally rescue...
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            Film restorers at the China Film Archive try to digitally rescue film

             

                

                    Film restorers at the China Film Archive try to digitally rescue film


                    	Report rights infringement
	published: 07 Feb 2018
	views: 238



                    Wang Zheng is a film restorer at the China Film Archive. It is his job to digitally rescue film. The workload of restoration is heavy. It takes an extraordinary amount of time and effort to restore a film.
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                【4K, 60Fps Colorized】Peking (Beijing) in 100 years ago, Ancient China (Around1910-1920)【AI Recovery】

                This video is for studying purpose.
Hello this is DGSpitzer! I use a series of AI to recov...
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            【4K, 60Fps Colorized】Peking (Beijing) in 100 years ago, Ancient China (Around1910-1920)【AI Recovery】

             

                

                    【4K, 60Fps Colorized】Peking (Beijing) in 100 years ago, Ancient China (Around1910-1920)【AI Recovery】
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                    This video is for studying purpose.
Hello this is DGSpitzer! I use a series of AI to recover a video from 100 years ago!
It's about Beijing street scene during 1920-1929. Shot by a Canadian photographer. 
SFXs come from Internet, and thanks to Yan Qiuxia & Luo Yusheng for their music masterpieces.
Special thanks to Denis Shiryae for his tutorial!!~ Thanks  ' v '
AI Pipeline - Using DAIN, DeOldify & ESRGAN ;P

Hope you like it!

Source video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_4muBuwnTA
Library and Archives Canada. National Film Board of Canada fonds, 1990-0347. IDC: 164831.
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                Modern China (1910) - extract - China on Film | BFI National Archive

                Modern China (1910) - extract - China on Film | BFI National Archive
Subscribe: http://bit...
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                    Modern China (1910) - extract - China on Film | BFI National Archive
Subscribe: http://bit.ly/subscribetotheBFI.
Watch the complete film and explore China on Film on the BFI Player: http://bit.ly/1xlCHnk

These extraordinary views of life and landscape in Beijing were filmed during the last years of China's Qing dynasty, before the 1911 Xinhai Revolution overthrew imperial rule. The focus is on everyday life, and the views of hawkers, labourers, traders, and artisans reveal the city’s vibrant street culture. The film is the surviving part of an epic – but unrealised – travelogue shot on over 7,000ft of film over 12 months. But most of that original footage never even left China – through bad luck, incompetence, or both (the producer, Charles Urban, subsequently sacked the photographer) more than 90% was lost or proved to be unusable. 

Watch more on the BFI Player: http://player.bfi.org.uk/
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/BFI
Like us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BritishFilmInstitute
Follow us on Google+: https://plus.google.com/+britishfilminstitute/
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                Cannon destroys Chinese House, 1920s - Archive Film 1064518

                This film is available to license from our website at Huntley Film Archives, by searching ...
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1920s thriller set in China. Street scene, two women walking away from the camera as Chinese people walk by. A man catches up with them.A canon is fired at a house on the edge of a lake, it falls into the water. People inside struggling against the water filling up the room.

Huntley Film Archives is a film library holding tens of thousands of films.  The large majority of the films are documentaries.  Films cover a wide range of subjects and production dates range from the 1890’s to the 2020’s.  As with all libraries we make no judgement on the content of our holdings and make them available for educational purposes for all to see.  Films may have content or express opinions some may think inappropriate or offensive, but it is not the work of a library to censor educational resources.  Films should be viewed with historical objectivity and within a context relevant to the times in which they were produced
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City on a large river maybe Kampala Uganda Africa
Chinese market and goods
pigs 

Huntley Film Archives is a film library holding tens of thousands of films.  The large majority of the films are documentaries.  Films cover a wide range of subjects and production dates range from the 1890’s to the 2020’s.  As with all libraries we make no judgement on the content of our holdings and make them available for educational purposes for all to see.  Films may have content or express opinions some may think inappropriate or offensive, but it is not the work of a library to censor educational resources.  Films should be viewed with historical objectivity and within a context relevant to the times in which they were produced
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                China Film Archive "Copy Preserved"/Joseon Film Distribution Co./Joseon Film Production Co. (1943)

                From a Mainland Chinese reprint of "조선해협" ("Straits of Joseon").
Credits to Classical Movi...
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                    From a Mainland Chinese reprint of "조선해협" ("Straits of Joseon").
Credits to Classical Movies / Animation
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUpjdKewe9E
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    		China (film)

      
China (aka The Fourth Brother) is a 1943 film directed by John Farrow. It stars Loretta Young and Alan Ladd. David Jones, one of the main characters wearing a fedora, a brown jacket, and khakis, was an inspiration for Indiana Jones.



Plot


In 1941, in Mei-Ki, China, war profiteer David Jones (Alan Ladd) narrowly escapes with his life when Chinese Captain Tao-Yuan-Kai arrests him for selling oil to the Japanese but releases him because he is American. Japanese aircraft bomb the town, and Jones drives toward Shanghai with his partner, Johnny Sparrow (William Bendix), who has brought with him an orphaned baby boy.



After nightfall, they are forced to stop because Chinese refugees crowd the road and beat the Americans until Carolyn Grant (Loretta Young), an American schoolteacher born in China, tells them to stop. Carolyn sneaks her group of female college students into the back of Jones's truck and insists that Jones proceed without headlights because they might be sighted by Japanese bombers. As she has an intimate knowledge of the local terrain, Carolyn takes over driving the truck, and has her friend, Lin Wei, sit on the hood to watch for potholes.
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